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Specification Sheet for Titanium Center Fire Rifle
Suppressors
Model name: Victory
Caliber: 7.62 NATO
Weight: Approximately 15.7 ounces
Length / Diameter: 10”
Material: Titanium Suppressor with a Stainless Blast
Baffle Attachment: 5/8-24 Thread mounted
Description: The Victory suppressor is the result of ongoing research and development here at
Liberty Suppressors. This suppressor uses the innovative square bore technology that we
pioneered in our Pandora line of suppressors. The suppressor mounts via a traditional thread
mounting scheme for better accuracy and repeatability. This suppressor produces world class
suppression in excess of 33db and is lighter weight than most suppressors in the same class at a
mere 16 ounces. The suppressor comes with standard with a moly resin finish and a mirage
shield. Lighter weight equates to less POI shift in your unsuppressed to suppressed zeros on your
long range weapon platform. Get yours today!

Model name: Victory MAG
Caliber: 300 WIN MAG
Weight: Approximately 18.8 ounces
Length / Diameter: 11”
Material: Titanium Suppressor with a Stainless Blast
Baffle Attachment: 5/8-24 Thread mounted
Description: The Victory MAG suppressor is the result of ongoing research and development
here at Liberty Suppressors. This suppressor uses the innovative square bore technology that we
pioneered in our Pandora line of suppressors and has been updated to withstand the punishing
forces associated with the 300 WIN MAG cartridge.. The suppressor mounts via a traditional
thread mounting scheme for better accuracy and repeatability. This suppressor produces world
class suppression in excess of 33db and is lighter weight than most suppressors in the same class
at a mere 19 ounces. The suppressor comes standard with a black moly resin finish and a mirage
cover. Lighter weight equates to less POI shift in your unsuppressed to suppressed zeros on your
long range weapon platform. Get yours today!

